Complications following gastrointestinal bleeding and their impact on outcome and death.
Bleeding from the upper gastrointestinal tract is one of the most common life-threatening morbidities encountered by gastroenterologists. A mathematical model has been developed to gain insights into how, after an initial event of upper gastrointestinal bleeding, complications can accumulate in individual patients and expose them to an increased risk of death. The occurrence of complications and possible death after gastrointestinal bleeding are simulated using a Markov chain model. The accumulation of complications in an individual patient is influenced by the length of time a patient remains vulnerable to the probability of developing new complications. The model illustrates how the initial bleeding episode sets the stage for the occurrence of subsequent complications and how each subsequent complication increases in an exponential manner the risk for additional complications. Because of such a pattern, complications tend to cluster in a group of patients who run into an ever-increasing risk of multiple complications. Although the majority of patients go through their initial bleeding episode without ever experiencing any secondary complication, in a subset of patients the initial complication sets in motion a vicious cycle with frequently more than one consecutive complication after the initial gastrointestinal bleed. The key to the successful management of a patient with gastrointestinal bleeding is to stop such a vicious cycle as early as possible, as each progression within the cycle renders the probability of additional complications more likely and its reversal more difficult.